The Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge was
conducted from 1st to 3rd July 2015 in Colombo,
Sri Lanka. 21 national winning teams from 14
countries competed over the course of these 3
days for the top spot. The Leaf and Artisan Trophy
would be awarded to the winner who presented
the ultimate afternoon tea for the 21st century,
revolutionising the concept of high tea. The panel
of judges consisted of Bernd Uber, Simon Gault,
Peter Kuruvita and Dilhan C. Fernando. The awards
ceremony was held on the 4th of July where
Laurent Loudeac and Camille Furminieux from
Museum Art Hotel New Zealand were declared the
Dilmah Global High Tea Champions.

realhightea.dilmahtea.com facebook.com/teagastronomy

The Revolution happened in July 2015 when
chefs, mixologists and hospitality professionals
from around the world joined the Dilmah
family and tea inspired judges in celebrating
the metamorphosis of tea. Over 3 days tea
inspired gastronomy and mixology celebrated
the terroir and individuality of fine tea – a
transformation that was influenced by respect
for tradition in the artisanal style of tea making
and the cultural and social aspects of tea.
Afternoon Tea for the 21st Century.
President of Sri Lanka
Maithripala Sirisena unveiles
The Leaf and Artisan Trophy

Ranil Wickremesinghe, Prime Minister
of Sri Lanka speaking at Dilmah Real
High Tea Global Challenge

Four judges of the
Global Challenge

Afternoon tea for the 21st Century
The luxurious indulgence in fine tea, in the tea inspired
rebirth of the occasion of afternoon tea with fine
gastronomy, mixology and elegant experience formed
around the unique beauty in real tea – the individuality
of each tea derived from the influence of its terroir, the
sophistication in taste, fragrance, appearance and texture
of tea from different estates, its natural goodness and
the expression of these in real high tea, a contemporary
celebration of tea with style and substance.

The transformation of tea is symbolised by
our Enlightened Teapot, which celebrates tea
with contemporary style whilst emphasising
the importance of tradition in tea growing,
handpicking and manufacture. Within the tea
pot are elements representing tea gastronomy,
mixology, friendship, the cultural dimension in
tea and the purity of nature - all elements that
form the relevance of tea in the 21st Century.
The rays of illumination radiating from the
focal point – a hand holding two leaves and a
bud – refer to the central truth that in tea, the
natural goodness, pleasure, indulgence and
innovation all begin with the leaf and the art of
the teamaker.

what is very interesting
when you see how Dilmah has
pushed the boundaries of tea
they are pushing the boundaries
in similar ways to how wine
has been approached with
different origins, different heights,
different flavours - it becomes very
interesting to see how that can
marry not only in cooking but also
used as a pairing to food like you do
in wine, so it is a great experience
actually, it’s a huge eye opener!
Ragnar Fridriksson Managing Director of WACS

The tea is given the respect that
it deserves; it is a drink and an
ingredient to be used in food and
that’s exciting and you know chefs
are really only just starting to
realise that tea as an ingredient,
is not just something that we
drink.
Simon Gault Celebrity chef

“Tea Inspired festivities” seeks to achieve respect
for, and an understanding of tea and its various
personalities. At the heart of gastronomy is the
harmony of several apparently disparate flavours on
the tongue. The tea has the ability to complement
gastronomy beautifully, either paired with food, or
as an ingredient in food or beverage
Dilhan C. Fernando

Son of Dilmah Founder Merrill J Fernando
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The Challenge
21st Century High Tea

Upon first glance, a tea bush does not appear to be particularly enthralling. To the
naked eye, it is merely some leaves supported by short stocky trunks spanning
across acres of land. For the trained eye however, this is a plethora of opportunities
across a diverse range of expertise that circles around tea.
Dilmah’s introduction and implementation of tea gastronomy and mixology are
two subjects that have captured and intrigued the hearts and minds of tea and
culinary enthusiasts all across the globe. The former deals with the use of tea as
an ingredient in food, with chefs from Dubai, Australia, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
Thailand and Malaysia (to name a few), flying in to try their hand at a tea inspired
recipe. This venture gave way to a whole new chapter opening up new avenues for
chefs to experiment with, resulting in some of the most unique cuisine discovered
yet, striking on the palate in a memorable way.

Now this journey of
tea – it has brought
so many revelations –
chefs rarely get new
ingredients. We had
any ingredient we liked,
anytime. Then tea came
along and it has given
new excitement into our
culinary repertoire
Peter Kuruvita
Celebreity Chef

The latter, mixology, is involved with the use of tea as an infusion in drinks, be
it a mocktail or a cocktail. Ordinary drinks were given an extraordinary spin with Dilmah’s ingenious
initiative, and quickly expanded into menus and kitchens everywhere. With a tantalising array of
delicious recipes, mixology can in fact be considered an art form, a talent which only a select amount are
privy to.
Robert Schinkel, Dilmah Tea Sommelier is a world famous mixologist hailing from the Netherlands
who drives the concept of mixology not only at Dilmah but also at culinary events worldwide. Driven by
his passion for this area of work, Robert focuses on innovation churning out concoctions that are highly
successful.
Mixology and gastronomy make a healthy and diverse marriage. Tea gastronomy has paved the way for
yet another delightful branch coined ‘Tea Pairings’ which is an eclectic fusion of flavours. Enter into a
new world of tea.

3

days that changeD
the world of tea

3

days that changeD
the world of tea

JOURNEY of 8 years
high tea will never be the same again

Tea was always served
in a cup, but Dilmah
has shown the way how
tea can be also enjoyed
on a plate.
Merrill J Fernando
Founder of Dilmah

How the
revolution began

The Dilmah Real High Tea Challenge was initiated in 2007, when Dilmah Founder
– Merrill J. Fernando felt that the concept of High Tea had lost its affinity with
its origins. He felt that tea had lost its rightful flair, pushed down to the bottom
of menus without its due place that he had worked so hard for. A passionate tea
grower who worked tirelessly to share the joy of ‘real’ tea with the tea lovers around
the world, he vowed to put the tea back in High Tea. Thus Dilmah Real High Tea
was born.

This is an industry
that has been incredibly
slow to innovate, and
relatively tiny Dilmah has
showed it how.
William Gorman

Executive chairman of
Britain’s Tea Council

Held in partnership with the World Association of Chefs Societies (WACS), the
primary objective of the competition is to put the ‘tea’ back in high tea, giving it
authenticity while enhancing its overall quality. The criteria for judging is very simple; understanding
the exact influence of terroir, the awareness of rationale, a sound knowledge of the exact taste of different
teas, the perfect brew, the use of sustainable ingredients ideally sourced from a family business which
effectively reflect the family values that have always been an integral part of Dilmah.
Tea formally known as Camellia Sinensis in the botanical world, has a history of over 5000 years steeped
in culture and tradition. Dilmah successfully resurrected the versatile traits of this herb through the
introduction and implementation of tea gastronomy and mixology, where the presence of tea in a setting
exudes other characteristics than that of being a mere beverage. The health benefits of tea were hailed
more profoundly since its use not only as a drink, but also an ingredient in food. Its popularity in the 21st
century is so much so, that tea can be safely concluded to be the most consumed beverage after water.
The beauty of tea and its attraction amongst tea-lovers lies in its varying results on the senses in taste,
aroma and smell based on each tea’s individual terroir. Weather conditions play an integral role in the
formation and compound structure of different teas and their flavours which are then transferred onto
us. Hence tea comes in a multitude of options enabling us to differentiate and utilise it across a range of
culinary platforms. Welcome to Dilmah Real High Tea: Where tea is pushed beyond the rim.

Global
Champions
Dilmah Global High Tea Champion
The Leaf and Artisan Trophy
New Zealand ’13 Museum Art Hotel, Laurent Loudeac &
Camille Furminieux
The Leaf & Artisan Challenge Trophy, symbolising the preeminence of nature – in the form of the leaf – in all aspects
of the Dilmah Real High Tea Challenge, and the role of the
artisan, in making the finest tea and in re-imagining tea for
a new generation. The trophy features a topaz, a Sri Lankan
gemstone that is held in the palm of the artisan, reflecting
the precious nature of the two leaves and bud. This award is
presented for perfection in relation to respect for tea, and tea
inspiration across food, beverage and service criteria in the
Dilmah Real High Tea Challenge.

1st Overall Winner
Hong Kong – Hong Kong Cricket Club, Jason Chan Yee Chiu & Ho Wing Hong
1st Overall Winner, for outstanding achievement in maintaining respect for tea and the
criteria defined in the Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge in relation to tea, food, the
combination of both and tea inspiration in all aspects.

2nd Overall Winner
Team – 14 – Chile – Café Turri, Cristian Gomez & Catalina Venegas
2nd Overall Winner, for excellence in maintaining respect for tea and the criteria defined
in the Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge in relation to tea, food, the combination of
both and tea inspiration in all aspects.

The Judges’ Awards
The Bernd Uber
Judge’s Award

The Simon Gault
Judge’s Award

The Peter Kuruvita
Judge’s Award

The Dilhan C. Fernando
Judge’s Award

The Bernd Uber Judge’s
Award, at the Dilmah Real
High Tea Global Challenge,
was awarded to Team Hong
Kong Cricket Club (Jason
Chan Yee Chiu & Ho Wing
Hong) from Hong Kong.

The Simon Gault Judge’s
Award was awarded to Team
Café Turri from Chile

Peter Kuruvita Judge’s
Award, at the Dilmah Real
High Tea Global Challenge,
was awarded to Team Qantas
Lounges by Pullman from
Australia.

The Dilhan C. Fernando
Judge’s Award, at the Dilmah
Real High Tea Global
Challenge, was awarded to
Team Shangri La Barr Al
Jissah Resort and Spa from
Oman.

Hong Kong Cricket Club wins
the Bernd Uber Award for
their nostalgic ‘1997 Handover’
themed Real High Tea presented
with precision, passion and
perfection inspired by tea.

Simon Gault presents Café
Turri with his Judges’ Award
‘for taking high tea to a different
stratosphere’. The team’s
presentation at the Dilmah Real
High Tea Global Challenge
included a boutique beer made of
Dilmah Earl Grey.

Qantas Lounges by Pullman
Australia was Peter Kuruvita’s
choice for the Judges’ Award at
the Dilmah Real High Tea Global
Challenge for their beautifully
presented high tea, of which the
fantastic tea and food pairings
were a definite highlight.

Dilhan C. Fernando, presents
his Judges’ Award to Shangri-La
Barr Al Jissa Resort and Spa
Oman in recognition of their
well delivered sophisticated tea
experience created with respect
for the diverse character of tea.

Special awards

The Perfect Cup

The Best Table

The Best Pairing

The award for the ‘Perfect Cup of Tea’ and for
demonstrating respect for tea in relation to
its provenance, preparation, explanation, and
serving through a tea-inspired experience for
the guest, at the Dilmah Real High Tea Global
Challenge, was awarded to Team Institut Paul
Bocuse (Thibaut Idenn and Pierre Jean Arpurt)
from France.

The Leaf & Artisan Trophy for ‘The Most
Tea-Inspired Table Layout’ and arrangement
consistent with a tea-inspired afternoon tea
experience, at the Dilmah Real High Tea Global
Challenge, was awarded to Team MGM Macau
(Kenny Chen & Ellen Dong).

Team Qantas Lounges by Pullman (Geoff Laws
& Shaun Thompson) from Australia received
the Leaf & Artisan Trophy for ‘The Most
Elegant Pairing’ of tea and food that engages
flavour, texture, strength and fragrance of tea
in producing a complementary or contrasting
tea and food pairing to produce harmony or
balance in an innovative and original manner at
the Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge for
their Tower of Terroir Tea Tasting Board with
Dilmah Silver Jubilee Ceylon Original Breakfast
Tea, Dilmah Silver Jubilee Ceylon Tea with
Strawberry and Dilmah Vivid Minty Green Tea

The Best Tea Cocktail

The Best Tea Mocktail

The Best Tea-Inspired Food

The award for ‘The Most Tea-Inspired Cocktail’
and the most inspired use of tea within the
principles of mixology, in an alcoholic cocktail,
at the Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge,
was awarded to Team Tess Bar & Kitchen (Lee
Zhang An and Martin Wong) from Singapore
for their cocktail ‘New Age Old Fashioned
integrating Dilmah Blueberry Tea with
homemade bitters infusion of Dilmah Blood
Orange and Eucalyptus Tea

The Leaf & Artisan Trophy for ‘The Most
Tea-Inspired Non-Alcoholic Cocktail’ with the
most inspired use of tea within the principles
of mixology, in a non-alcoholic cocktail, at the
Dilmah Real High Tea Global Challenge, was
awarded to Team Stamford Plaza Brisbane
(Revecca Fujiwara Montgomery & Natalie
Noriega) from Australia for their tea affogato
using Dilmah Yata Watte Tea

The Leaf & Artisan Trophy for ‘The Most TeaInspired Food’ and for the best use of tea as an
ingredient in food, whilst maintaining respect
for tea through its flavour, texture or fragrance
as an integral component, at the Dilmah Real
High Tea Global Challenge, was awarded to
Team Vermeer from Netherlands (Head Chef
Christopher Naylor and Restaurant Manager
Erwin Essing) for their Carrot Bullion with
Dilmah Springtime Oolong Ginger and Garden
Pea Dumpling with Dilmah Springtime Oolong
Ginger.

The perfect cup of tea is a celebration of tea in every sense
and a tribute to the artisans who crafted it with passion and
precision.

Dilmah Apple Pie and Vanilla Tea simmered with Mao
Shan Wang durian, mascarpone and Asian spices, served
warm with Dilmah Jasmine Tea infused dry ice makes the
award winning ‘Comfort in a Motley Crowd’.

A sip of this Lucuma Orange Iced Tea Affogato with Dilmah
Yata Watte Tea will revolutionise the way you look at tea.

Garden pea dumpling in carrot bouillon served with a splash
of Dilmah Springtime Oolong with Ginger oil. A perfect
balance of flavours, textures in harmony with tea.

The Most Passionate Performance

The Sustainability Award

The Most Innovative use of Tea

Team Island Shangri-La (Ng Wai Kee &
Ernest Wong) from Hong Kong carried home
the Leaf & Artisan Trophy for ‘The Most
Passionate Performance’ and the most teainspired presentation defined by enthusiasm,
spirit and respect for tea in an engaging
style, at the Dilmah Real High Tea Global
Challenge.

The Leaf & Artisan Sustainability Award
for the tea inspired presentation that most
effectively integrates respect for humanity
and nature in relation to food and beverage,
table décor or presentation, at the Dilmah
Real High Tea Global Challenge, was
awarded to Selvana Chelvanaigum & Ian
Jones from Team Australia for their use of
salvaged wood and recycled paper in table
deco and food presentation and for their use
of sustainably sourced ingredients in their
food and beverages.

Team Shangri-La KL (Adli Kasi & Yam An
Nie) from Malaysia was awarded for ‘The
Most Innovative use of Tea’ and for creativity
in integrating tea into food, beverage or
an ancillary element whilst maintaining
respect for tea and demonstrating unique
creativity for integrating all 30 teas in butters,
marmalades, jams and other condiments in
their high tea presentation.

The legend of Brue Lee meets the legendary Dilmah Tea
to inspire a passionate performance that packed a punch.

An earth-friendly tea revolution that reconnects
with nature and captures the magic of rainforest, the
bush, the outback and the sea in every aspect of the
presentation.

The infinite variety in tea is displayed as 30 different teas
are incorporated into the high presentation from start
to finish.

Leaf & Artisan Trophy

The ‘Leaf & Artisan’ Trophy embedded with a blue topaz gemstone is deeply symbolic of the ambitions
that Dilmah Founder Merrill J. Fernando and his sons had in embarking on an eight year journey to
reimagine the world’s tea ceremony. In striving to deliver metamorphosis that would see the 18th Century
tradition transformed into a more engaging and relevant form for the 21st Century, there was as much
emphasis on innovation as on honouring tradition.
The Genesis of the experience of fine tea begins with the leaf – two leaves and a bud – which are imbued
with natural elements that define the appearance of tea once it is made, the colour, strength, flavour,
texture, fragrance and a host of other aspects which form the appreciation of tea on eye, nose and palate.
The sublime pleasure in tea across 5 senses originates in the balance and inter-relationship of over 300
different natural elements in the leaf, the composition of which is influenced by nature. It is the influence
of sunlight, rainfall, humidity, wind, soil and the multitude of natural climatic and soil elements that
determine whether a tea will offer light, fruity notes or a rich and robust character. It is the leaf – two
leaves and a bud – that is the bearer of these unique attributes that have for centuries evoked pleasure in
the aroma, appearance and taste and natural goodness in tea.
The hand symbolises the fundamental importance of the artisanal method of manufacturing tea. From
the handpicking of the leaf – a demanding method which is nevertheless critical to the quality in tea as
mechanisation can come only with compromise on leaf standard – the traditional method of manufacture
known as the orthodox method, retains the principles of making the fresh shoots of the Camellia Sinensis
plant into tea that were crystallised by physicians in ancient China. The technique focuses on natural
enzymatic oxidation that is achieved through the natural elements present in the leaf.
The teamaker therefore facilitates but does not determine quality in tea beyond the decision whether
to produce green, Oolong or black tea. The variation in character of tea that is possible through changes
in rolling, fermentation and firing that the teamaker can influence necessarily require the overriding
compliance of nature in the form of the leaf. The orthodox method essentially nurtures what nature has
already crafted in the leaf and the role of the teamaker is therefore secondary to the influence of nature.
Our trophy symbolises this partnership which in ancient China was described as the influence of heaven,
earth and man – heaven being wind, rainfall, sunshine, earth being the soil and man being the artisanal
method of manufacture.
The blue topaz, a gemstone mined in the tea country of Sri Lanka, is placed in a silver setting in the palm
of the hand that holds the leaf. It represents the precious nature of tea, an industry that has been the
mainstay of the Sri Lankan economy for centuries and on which millions depend for their livelihood. The
topaz in the palm forms the precious reflection of the leaf. In crafting afternoon tea for the 21st century
we look to the future of the experience of tea, understanding 21st century lifestyles, desires and needs but
always honouring the influence of nature. The leaf and artisan represent that influence in the apical two
leaves and bud, held aloft by the hand of the artisan that respects the rhythm of nature in preparing the
tender shoots of Camellia Sinensis for our appreciation.

Judges
The judging is conducted by WACS certified judges and tea tasters and assessed in accordance with the
global chefs standards.

Global Judges

Bernd Uber
Australia

Simon Gault
New Zealand

Peter Kuruvita
Australia

Black Hat Chef & WACS Reference
Judge

Entrepreneurial Chef & MasterChef
NZ Judge

Chef, Restaurateur and Media
Personality

Dilhan C. Fernando
Son of Dilmah Founder, Director Dilmah
& School of Tea

National Judges

Alan Palmer

Bernard Ricolleau

Honorary Lifetime WACS
Member, Founding Member and
Honorary Ambassador of the
Singapore Chefs Association

Maître d’hôtel & Manager –
“Seasons” – Institut de Paul
Bocuse

Christophe Megel
Singapore

Eric Neo
Singapore

Hidde De Brabander
Netherlands
Owner - Dreams
of Magnolia

Fabrice Sommier

Chief Executive Officer AtSunrice Global Chef Academy

Vice President - Singapore
Chefs’ Association

Chef Jamnong Nirungsan
Thailand

Chef KK Yau
Malaysia

Malcolm Goh
Malaysia

Matias Palomo
Chile

President - Thailand Chefs
Association

Executive Chef - Dorsett
Regency Hotel Kuala Lumpur

Culinary Executive/Supervising
Chef - PRIME restaurant, Kuala
Lumpur

Culinary advisor & Chef

Head sommelier of Georges
Blanc Group

I am full of passion
to the degree where
the cup nearly
overflows and if I can
pass this on to the
younger generation
Robert Schinkel
Netherlands

Tony Khoo
Singapore

Uwe Micheel
Dubai

Vindex Tengker
Indonesia

Star Mixologist & Dilmah
Ambassador

Executive Chef of Marina
Mandarin Singapore

Director of Kitchens - Radisson
Blu Hotel, Dubai Deira Creek

Advisor - Association of
Culinary Professionals
Indonesia

Bernd Uber

Black Hat Chef & WACS
Reference Judge

HAll of fame
Australia

2011

Rydges Hotel
Campbeltown

High Tea at Yours

The Apprentice
Restaurant

Epicure

Parmelia Hilton Perth

C Grill/ Chifley Hotel

West Coast Academy of
Hospitality and Tourism

Sugardaddys
Confectionery

Le Cordon Bleu
Balgowlah

Novotel Darling Harbour

The Tea Room at the
National Gallery of
Victoria

Epicure MCG Culinary
Centre

Stamford Plaze Brisbane

William Angliss Institute

Josophan’s-Fine
Chocolates

Shangri-la Hotel Sydney

Stamford Plaza Brisbane

Novotel Wollongong
Northbeach

Pullman Cairns
International

Australia

2013

New Zealand

Macau

2013

2014

Landgoed Duin &
Kruidberg

Euro Bar and Restaurant

Hippopotamus restaurant
- Museum Hotel

J Ballantyne & Co Ltd

Malaysia

New Zealand

2014

2014

Hollywood Hotel

Stamford Grand Adelaide

Mudbrick Vineyard

Hilton Adelaide

Shangri-La Hotel - Kuala
Lumpur

Dorsett Regency - Kuala
Lumpur

The Datai

Bloodwood

Shangri-La Hotel Sydney

Novotel Sydney Olympic
Park

Netherlands

Sri Lanka

2015
Cinnamon Grand
Colombo

Hotel Double Tree by
Hilton Amsterdam

Peppers Convent Hunter
Valley

Indonesia

2015
Restaurant Vermeer

Waters Edge

Quay West Suites Sydney

Singapore

2014
Zazen Boutique Resort
and Spa

The Langham, Auckland

2015
Tess Bar & Restaurant

Singapore

Australia

2012
Sydney Convention and
Exhibition Centre

Brasseire Restaurant Stamford Plaza Hotel

Dubai

Esplande River Suites

West Coast Academy of
Hospitality and Tourism

Yas Viceroy

St. Regis Saadiyat Island

Intercontinental Amstel
Amsterdam

Chefs on Tour

Hong Kong Cricket Club

Island Shangri-La

Kowloon Shangri-La

Araliya St Kilda

William Angliss Institute

Novotel Melbourne on
Collins

Shangri-La Hotel
Bangkok

Centara Grand at Central
World

Abu Dhabi

2013
Stamford Plaza Adelaide

2012
Resort World Sentosa

2013
The Emirates
Academy of Hospitality
Management

The Westin

Chile

Netherlands

2013

2013

Le Cordon Bleu, Sydney

Café Turri

W Hotel

Hong Kong

2014
WESTIN MACAU

MGM

GRAND HYATT

Australia

2014
J Ballantyne & Co Ltd

Mudbrick Vineyard

Qantas Lounges by
Pullman

UAE

Thailand

2014
Novotel Darling Harbour

2014
Radisson Blu Hotel
Dubai Deira Creek

Shangri La Barr Al
Jissah Resort and Spa
- Oman

France

2015
Shangri-La Hotel
Surabaya

Sheraton Bali Kuta
Resort

The Dharmawangsa
Jakarta

The Royal Santrian
Luxury Beach Villas

The Trans Luxury Hotel
Bandung

Institute Paul Bocuse

dilmah High Tea at Home

Make every teatime an occasion. Enhance your
evening cup of tea with innovative high tea
ideas that will inspire your guests and transform
your evening into a memorable one. Capture
the moment with tea-inspired treats designed
to enhance your high tea at home. Based on the
beguiling simplicity of this noble herb, tea, a
refreshing experience awaits.
For more information
realhighteaathome.com

The Dilmah family invited Australians to craft their vision for
afternoon Tea for the 21st Century in their High Tea @home
Challenge 2015. The result of the contest was a surprise, as
15-year old Chloe Kues won a Gold Medal and emerged overall
national winner.Chloe will be accompanied by her family
in enjoying her prize, an all-expenses paid trip to Sri Lanka
including four days in Ceylon Tea Trails, a Dilmah family
owned Relais & Chateaux resort recognised as one of the most
luxurious in the world.

Dilmah Real High Tea
Café promotion

The Dilmah Real High Tea Café promotion was designed to infuse the globally popular café culture
with the flavour of real tea. While it is not expected to meet the tough and exacting standards expected
from the participants of the Dilmah Real High Tea Challenge, the café promotion still requires the
presentation to be 100% tea inspired. Using a range of Dilmah Tea – varied from market to market to best
fit the requirements, cafés interested in taking part in the challenge need to register online and host a
Dilmah Tea inspired high tea for a period of two weeks.
The participants are judged by a host of local culinary, media and social opinion leaders and a winner will
be chosen. The promotions for Singapore, Thailand, UAE and Chile were held prior to the Dilmah Real
High Tea Global Challenge and the winners were invited to Sri Lanka to witness the Challenge and the
award ceremony. The winners of the promotions held after July will be invited to join the Dilmah School
of Tea – the only school in the world dedicated to tea.

I am loving the High Tea
Challenge, it is extraordinary and
amazing to bring so many diverse
cultures and hospitality people
together to see the creativity and
so many ways to use two leaves and
a bud from one plant.
-	Leslie McLean

In Chile we drink a lot of tea in our
culture but we don’t know much
about it really. So we started
studying about the tea and
learning about how to brew it…
then we started cooking tea as
an ingredient.
Cristian Gomez & Catalina Venegas
Café Turri

I think the vision is alive and well and I think the
world will slowly catch on to Dilmah tea being an
ingredient that is equal to making food exceptional
and give that 5% magic that we look for in food
-

Simon Gault

Celebrity Chef

Online

Scoial Media

realhightea.dilmahtea.com

facebook.com/teagastronomy
youtube.com/DilmahRealTea
twitter.com/dilmah
instagram.com/dilmahceylontea
dilmahfamily.tumblr.com

revolution.teainspired.org

Media Coverage
revolution.teainspired.org/press/
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